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Being an internationally active public educator and opinionmaker for the last 30 years, having met dozens of spacefarers from different countries, I contribute the following views and suggestions to the Review of U.S. Human Space Flight Plans Committee.


SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Reviving the Spirit 
NASA must revive its pioneering spirit and focus what it is most famous for: taking giant leaps as our pathfinder to new frontiers, paving the way for the rest of society.

Long-Term Perspective
Just as with our environmental work, projects like asteroid defense, space solar power and Mars settlements can't be revised every 4th year to reflect changing political climates and leaders. They are all about making long-term decisions, and then staying on course.

Clearer Focus
NASA should narrow its scope to Mankind's cosmic outreach: the Moon, Mars and Beyond. Earth observations, LEO transportation, aeronautics, etc. should be transferred to others. Both the care for Earth and our exploration of space will benefit from this separation of interests and budgets.

Private Participation
NASA should integrate the participation of private businesses and services, including the media, directly into the exploration of space, i.e. into the actual missions, and not only as hardware suppliers, in a way that is progressive, evolutionary and mutually beneficial.

The Moon vs. Mars
Honoring its role as pioneers, NASA - as a scientific agency - should refocus on the Human exploration of Mars. Our return to the Moon should also go ahead, but shift its objective to the engagement of commercial industry, both in funding, operations and management.

International Cooperation
Larger space projects will be so costly they require international cooperation. But they will also build trust and understanding. Considering the success of US-Russian cooperation, China should be invited to participate on the same level.


WE NEED BIG DREAMS

It is now exactly 40 years since Apollo 11 landed on the Moon. It was an American endeavor targeting an American objective. But all over the world it was celebrated - quite correctly - as an achievement for all Humankind. People were saying "We did it!" It made us hopeful about the future. Because we can achieve anything, if we really want to. 

But after Apollo was canceled, people instead turned their attention to various global problems arising back home, and a more pessimistic and fearful view of the future spread through society, influencing our entire culture & thinking, and persevering until this day. 

But has this negative, defensive attitude been helpful in dealing with new threats? Indeed, the Apollo program was a challenge in response to a potential threat. And it united America - and for a few magic days, the entire world - around a progressive, constructive goal. That is at the heart of our unfolding space drama: it's not enough to discuss short-term rationales. We Humans need this kind of big dreams to unite around.

As one of those children of Apollo, and I strongly believe that the future of the space programs need to address more issues than simply the choice of launchers and destinations. As space becomes growingly integrated in all sorts of Human activities, we also need to look at the big schemes: What is NASA really about? What kind of NASA will enjoy the support of the citizens? How can we afford to do more in space?

NASA AS A PATHFINDER

Not only did the Moon landings open up a whole new arena for Human aspiration, but also a whole new discussion on about its focus. With a limited budget, should we prioritize the Earth, the Moon, Mars or beyond? Humans or robots? Science or Business? Four decades later, the debate still rages on. Has it been useful? I don't think so. On the contrary, this endless row of debates, proposals, revisions & analyses by various players in the field, have done more to stall, block and delay new developments.

Today, NASA could never satisfy all these interests. For budgetary reasons, you have to carry out one major project at the time, perhaps every 20 years or so. Even within the current VSE aims to build an infrastructure that can be used for many activities and destinations. But with a new and entirely different approach, we may not have to choose. 

At the same time, we also have to look into the question of NASA's overall goal: what is NASA really about? When asking, most people still associate NASA with "giant leaps for mankind". This is at the heart of NASA. But it's a fading identity. Today, to outsiders, the agency seems more like a LEO delivery firm. NASA astronauts do no longer seek out new destinations. 

Therefore, to gain/regain public support, it is only logical that NASA - being a scientific agency funded by taxpayers - focuses on more bold, tricky and truly historymaking ventures - such as manned exploration of Mars. NASA must revive its pioneering spirit and focus on what it does best: being pathfinders to new frontiers, paving the way for the rest of society, and then move on. Whenever an operation become more regular and routine-like, it should not be under NASA.

THE MOON OR MARS?

This, however, is not the same thing as saying the US shouldn't return to the Moon. But the Moon and Mars is useful for totally different purposes, and should thus be handled differently - ideally under different budgets and agencies. 

Friends of a return to the Moon often stress its economic advantage, friends of Mars its scientific advantage. Both are true. The red world out there is a so much more exciting destination than the Moon. Not only for scientists, but also for the general public. The Moon, on the other hand, has greater commercial potentials - energy, resources, tourism and so forth. It also has the advantage of being closer, easier and cheaper to reach. It could become Earth's next "continent", in a way Mars couldn't.

You must also ask what other nations will do? Several countries in Asia are now involved in their own space race. They aim for the Moon to stay, marking their presence, and using it for various industrial and strategic purposes. This process will continue regardless of what the US decides. Even if scientists one day make the historic announcement that they have found life on Mars, these countries would not change their plans. They don't need Martian microbes to become powerful, but they might need the Moon.

Therefore, a US presence on the Moon is also essential. But as a closer, cheaper target, this should be the main focus of private industry and commercial interests (and DoD if deemed necessary). NASA should only provide some initial support/cooperation in the transition period between the old and new approach.

EARTH AND SPACE GOALS

Additionally, we need to stop thinking that everything taking place in space has to be managed by NASA. In the early days, it may have been sufficient to have a single, space-themed agency. You couldn't do very much in a tiny space capsule hurling around the Earth anyway. But space is no longer just a "theme" - it is becoming growingly integrated in all aspects of human activity. So just as we don't have one huge "Earth Agency" doing everything in space, we cannot have one huge "Space Agency" doing everything in space. It's bureaucratic and causes a more divided and unfocused agency.

Already today, as we know, some US agencies and departments use space-based utilities to support their work, including NOAA & DoD. In a similar fashion, the Earth Observation part of NASA should be separated from the agency's lunar and planetary outreach. The sheer size and importance of Earth science makes it impractical for it to be placed together with those programs aiming at new destinations in space. It is highly tragic that two highly critical efforts, Earth Care and Cosmic Growth, have to battle for the same funds. 

Two agencies with no competition between various interests and focuses - would be better both for the understanding and protection of our Earth, and for our reaching out to other worlds. Both causes would benefit from being under separate agencies with separate budgets. 

Reference: NASA and the Case for Earth: A Bad Marriage
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/889/1

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

It's true that competition often speeds up events more than cooperation, in space just as here on Earth - the Moon race in the 60's being an obvious example. But actually, you can have both. Some Americans are concerned about the intentions of new players in space. What are their intentions? Certainly, we can be sure of one thing: they aim to get strong in space. But once they are, you can also invite them to join your own programs.

This is a worthwhile foreign policy and security objective, aiding the building new ties, trust and friendship, while at the same time reducing the costs for each nation. It has happen before. When the US started its cooperation with former Soviet Union, their relationship was colder than between the US and China today. But it resulted in the close cooperation we enjoy on the ISS today. For the same reasons, China should now be invited to join both the ISS and future Moon and Mars projects.

It is also getting growingly clear that no single country will be able to finance future large-scale projects on their own. These projects will simply not happen without international cooperation. And that requires your partners to first gain the technological skills and capacities (i.e. getting stronger in space). It means that the world now can choose between having many strong but cooperating nations in space - or none. "A rising tide lifts all boats. Advancing other nations' interests in space advances one’s own."

THE NASA "WORLD TREE"

Earth, Moon, Mars or Beyond? With a different approach, we may not have to choose. 
Today, the US space program can only head in one direction, implemented by one sole agency. It narrows America's action range. But if future programs were to be managed under separate entities serving separate interests, we would instead see a growing diversity in many different directions - contributing to overall strength and vitality.

The space program can be likened with a tree, or with the human body. We think we are so important as individuals. But in reality, we are just instruments to bring on our DNA. It is the DNA which is important. Today, the NASA "tree" grows new projects, implements them, but then they wither and die. No leaves, no seeds. But this is both unnatural and irresponsible. You don't close a city when it's getting old, it just evolves and keeps going. You may change, transform or hand it over to others, but not close it.

Large-scale space projects can become instruments to bring on and evolve various aspects of civilization at large. To make sure this happens, these aspects must be integrated in the program already from the start. NASA's part in this should merely be to help the rest of us through those tricky and costly tasks we cannot yet do ourselves; helping us on the way. Everyone should do what they are best at. 

So if NASA was a tree, it shall transport the nutrition from the soil, through the log and out to the branches. Once out there, the leaves of other parties - other agencies and private industry ranging from universities and mining industries to tourist firms and the media - should unfold and take over the process of furthering growth. 

With separate entities serving separate interests,
we can do many great things at the same time.




